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BRANDING

C

reating a reputation for excellent
customer service is what every
company strives for. A clear branding
strategy helps differentiate one
company from another, especially
when customers have multiple
options in one location.
A recent report published by international
communications agency Citigate Dewe Rogerson,
titled The Growing Importance of Branding in Business
Aviation, found that just one in three business aviation
professionals surveyed would describe the overall public
perception of the sector as ‘positive’.
Respondents said they think much of the blame for
this negative opinion is with the mainstream media,
which two-thirds of professionals believe covers
business aviation only when there is a crash or a
scandal, much like the publication of the Panama
Papers. This was the leaking of 11.5 million documents
that detailed financial information for more than 200,000
offshore entities, including tax avoidance data on private
jet purchases.
Businesses can boost their ranking within the
public opinion by creating a visible brand for their
operation. Branding is a name, slogan, design and

Build
the brand
Does business aviation need better
branding? BAI explores the sector’s
approach to creating a brand and asks
whether more investment is needed
Words | Ki r s t i e Pi c ker i n g
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The impact of branding
The report The Growing Importance of Branding in Business Aviation
by Citigate Dewe Rogerson found that only 35% of business aviation
professionals think senior management currently take the development
of their brands seriously enough. Of respondents, 49% described their
branding efforts as ‘moderately effective’.
As to why business aviation companies are not doing better with
their branding impact, 44% said they believe they are hampered by the
overall poor image of the sector. Despite this, 78% of those interviewed
think businesses in the industry will invest more in their brands over
the next three years, with one in five believing there will be a significant
increase in the amount spent on branding.
At present, however, only 9% say the industry is ‘very effective’ at
communicating the many positive benefits of the sector, such as its
contribution to economic growth and the creation of jobs.

“You can’t choose a brand
and just sit with it. It has to
evolve with you”
Lynn Eplawy, president at Gary Jet Center

any other feature that differentiates one company from
another. However, a brand is much more than just a logo or
corporate identity. When a company becomes renowned
for consistent excellent service and unique selling points
(USPs), its brand encapsulates what the customer
experience is too.
“The brand represents everything that you want
people to feel and experience,” says Sindy Foster,
managing director at Nylon Marketing, whose
clients include Bombardier. “When it comes
down to it, all business airports and FBOs do
exactly the same thing, with basic facilities
marketing allows us to showcase who we
available such as passenger and ground
really are and set up the experience you’ll
handling, aircraft servicing, refueling, and so
“To stand out from the crowd,
have once you arrive at Gary Jet Center. It
on. To stand out from the crowd, you need
you need to identify or create
allows the first-time customer to understand
to identify or create your USP.
the type of business and people we are and
“What is it that you do or provide that
your unique selling point”
assures our current customer base that we
no other service delivers? It is not always
Sindy Foster, managing director at Nylon Marketing
commit to who we say we are,” Eplawy says.
about the big-ticket items. It’s great to have
Foster adds, “It’s not just about being
additional services like showers upon landing,
the cheapest – it is more likely to be about
a chauffeur service and security partnerships,
which service is the best when all things are
but sometimes it can be as simple as reliable
considered. Putting the customer’s needs first is
wi-fi everywhere, clean facilities and good food
paramount. Examine all of your services from that
options. Taking care of the little details matters.
perspective and find ways to improve them.
Taking care of the big details is a given.”
“Raising service level so that it can be seen as a brand
benefit that matches or exceeds the customer expectation
Standing out
should be the first consideration. Start with creating the
Although facility offerings may be similar, a customer
best operation that you can with trained and motivated staff,
will choose one company over another if it has a brilliant
clean facilities and attention to detail, and then look at how
reputation that means they know they are guaranteed an
you can wrap that experience up in your brand. Having the
excellent service every time.
coolest name in aviation won’t matter if no one has positive
“As an independently owned and operated FBO and
memories of using your facility.”
aviation services firm, branding and marketing is extremely
important simply because we compete with so many
national and international chain companies,” says Lynn
Picking a niche
Eplawy, president at Gary Jet Center.
Branding isn’t simply about having a memorable logo
“They have huge multimillion-dollar marketing budgets
and a friendly face. Customers will be looking for the
and programs and can leverage purchasing across the
businesses that are aware of emerging or current trends
world, and we have a single location in which to attract
and incorporating that into their service offering. While
the Chicago or USA-based arriving aircraft. Branding and
this could mean something as small as serving up the
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“Bombardier Business Aircraft – and the industry at
large – understands sustainability as a business imperative.
By doing so, we are ensuring the longevity and success of
the business aviation industry. We also know that achieving
sustainable profitable growth goes hand in hand with
putting eco-efficiency and innovation at the center of our
business approach,” adds Cristofaro.

Making a connection

According to the Citigate Dewe Rogerson report, only 11%
of business aviation professionals described the sector’s
branding as very effective, but 78% said they thought those
in the sector will invest more in their brands over the next
three years. So, where to begin?
“The best way to connect with potential customers
in this industry is to have experienced business aviation
business development, sales and marketing teams,” says
Joe McDermott, senior business aviation consultant at
Global FBO Consult. “This is important even if it is only
one person who can create comprehensive, tailored and
competitive packages directly to each potential client based
on a study of their type and scale of operation to best meet
their requirements. This is effective when paired with a
simple and distinctive branding that in itself clearly identifies
an airport or FBO.”
“If you need to find new ways to communicate,
starting locally is a good step,” says Foster. “Sometimes
brands are so focused on global marketing that they fail
to maximize their own regional opportunities. Creating
local relationships and partnerships – whether they are
commercial-based, charity-based or education-based –
is a good thing to do to increase local awareness
of your business.”

latest food trend, many will be looking at larger, long-term
commitments when picking whom to spend large sums of
their money with.
The impact aviation has on the environment is a popular
subject of discussion at present, for example. ICAO’s
global scheme CORSIA – Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation – means that operators
will have to purchase offsets for above-average carbonneutral growth from 2020.
CORSIA has nudged business aviation
companies to take steps to become more
eco-friendly, while wider shock regarding
“The best way to connect
the hugely publicized plastic in oceans
with potential customers is
scandal will encourage many customers
to be more mindful of their own impact on
to have experienced business
the environment. Offering a service that
development, sales and
incorporates sustainability into its operation
is a selling point in the modern age.
marketing teams”
Bombardier prides itself on its sustainable
Joe McDermott, senior business aviation consultant
offering, pinpointing it as having a vital role in
at Global FBO Consult
its work and committing to responsible practices
across its business. To Bombardier, sustainability
means smart products, responsible operations, an
engaged workforce and community investment.
“Sustainability is a fundamental value at Bombardier,
and is an integral part of how we conduct our business,”
says Anna Cristofaro, manager for public affairs and
communications at Bombardier.
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Right: Gary Jet Center’s
newly renovated FBO
offers customers a
modern experience

“Taking care of the little
details matters. Taking care
of the big details is a given”
Sindy Foster, managing director at Nylon Marketing

Foster continues: “This will benefit you in obtaining
local business and local media opportunities, which will
assist in raising the online profile of your business, hence
creating a stronger international proposition.”
Having a company building that is memorable or
photogenic also lends itself to a branding strategy. Using
professional imagery on social media and the company’s
website creates a positive first impression.
“We use a lot of imagery to visually showcase the
environment,” says Eplawy. “We have a new US$3.5m FBO
that can stand up against any aviation facility in the world.
“We created a space worthy of corporate and private
aviation. By using imagery of our new facility, a user-friendly
website, and consistent messaging about our company and
our services, we have been able to establish a brand that
reflects who we are.”

Branding tips from
the experts
Above: Customer service
and facilities contribute
to the reputation of a
business aviation brand

Is it important?

All companies within the business aviation sector could
benefit from a strong branding strategy. Offering a service
with high standards in customer service, operations and
communications is ineffective for revenue generation if
potential customers don’t know the business exists.
“There are certainly lots of ideas on creating a
successful brand, but ours evolved over time,” says Eplawy.
“As our business capabilities expanded and grew, we grew
as well. The message changes as well as the business
environment. You can’t choose a brand and just sit with it,
just like you can’t start a business and expect it to stay the
same. It has to evolve with you.”
Whether the investment pot is small or large, effective
methods for branding and marketing needn’t be
burdensome. A clear vision for a company’s brand can be
the difference between a profit and a loss.
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1. “Understand your market, your advantages
over competitors, your limitations, and above
all, keep branding simple.” – Joe McDermott,
senior business aviation consultant at Global FBO
Consult
2. “Apply a common-sense approach to all
marketing proposals. There are still companies
carrying out marketing based on top keywords in
Google, but if no one is using those phrases and
you still aren’t getting any enquiries, something
is wrong with that approach. If the message
resonates and is directed at the right audiences,
at the right time, and in the right way, you will get
more inquiries.” – Sindy Foster, managing director
at Nylon Marketing
3. “Don’t emulate someone else and don’t chase
others. Define who you are, and set sail. Nothing is
worse than trying to be a ‘me too’.” - Lynn Eplawy,
president at Gary Jet Center
4. Nylon Marketing’s branding ethos is to “monitor
what is being said about you by customers, the
press and competitors; promote what you do and
how you do it – if you believe you do something
far better than competitors, shout about it;
and suppress any problems that may arise with
customers.” Ignoring problems will only lead them
to escalate, which will work negatively for your
brand’s reputation.

